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   REVERSE NO CLAIMS BONUS 

After completion of each insurance period, we will have the right to invoice a possible addi-
tional reverse no claims bonus subject to the following terms and conditions: 
 

a) Basis for the calculation of the reverse no claims bonus is the premium of an insurance period. 
 
b) Claim payments made for debts of this insurance period including claim reserves made 

for debts of this insurance period are being set into relation to the premium of the 
according insurance period (claim ratio). 

 

c) If the claim ratio is higher than the claim level 1, we shall invoice you with a reverse no 
claims bonus according to the reverse no claims bonus 1 stipulated in the schedule after 
completion of this insurance period. 

 

d) If the claim ratio is higher than the claim level 2, we shall invoice you with a reverse no 
claims bonus according to the reverse no claims bonus 2 stipulated in the schedule after 
completion of this insurance period. 

 

e) The settlement of the reverse no claims bonus will be processed upon the time of settle-
ment stipulated in the schedule. 

 

INVOICING MODULE 
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This settlement is provisional, if at the time of settlement debts for the according insu-
rance period, for which no claim payments are to be made or claim reserves have been 
made, are still outstanding. 

 

A final settlement of the reverse no claims bonus will be made, after all debts of the ac-
cording insurance period have been paid, respectively the claim settlements for these 
debts has been finalised. 
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